REMOTE EDUCATION INFORMATION FOR PARENTS, CARERS AND STUDENTS

Remote education provision: information for parents
Our plan for remote education meets the expectations stipulated within DFE guidelines. Senior
Leadership has overarching responsibility for the quality and delivery of this plan, which is
underpinned by high expectations to provide quality delivery of a planned curriculum for all
students, including vulnerable student and SEND learners, which is aligned to the in-school
curriculum.
All stakeholders, including Directors, staff, parents and carers, are aware of the school’s
arrangements for remote education, and are continually updated via letters and information
bulletins published on our website.

The remote curriculum: what is taught to pupils at home
All Buckler’s Mead Academy students have access to Google Classroom where they will be
able to access all of their work which is aligned to the curriculum they would have received in
the academy. Tasks follow the curriculum and Schemes of Learning a student would normally
follow in the academy. Completed tasks are of the same standard and expectations of normal
class work.

Remote teaching and study time each day
How long can I expect work set by the school to take my child each
day?
Key Stage 3 and 4

Buckler’s Mead Academy sets 5 hours of
work a day which is the equivalent length
to the core teaching pupils would receive
in the academy. This is split into 5 lessons
across the day, and in addition includes
Read to Succeed, where all students
participate in 25 minutes of structured
reading time each day.
Students are also expected to attend a 15
minutes tutor group ‘well-being’ session
once per week.
Students will follow their normal timetable.
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Accessing remote education
How will my child access any online remote education you are
providing?
Work is set using Google Classroom. Students follow their normal timetable within the
amended timings of the day and complete the work and tasks set by their teacher during
that time.
Google Meet and Microsoft Teams are used to deliver “Live” lessons and Live Tutor
sessions.

If my child does not have digital or online access at home, how will
you support them to access remote education?
Buckler's Mead Academy have identified all learners who do not have the sufficient ICT
necessary to access remote learning from home. All pupils have been provided with access to
a computer, laptop and Wi-Fi.
All Buckler’s Mead Academy students have access to Google Classroom where they will be
able to access all of their work which is aligned to the curriculum they would have received in
school.
Pupils who are still unable to access remote learning are considered vulnerable and are
expected to come into the academy.
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How will my child be taught remotely?
As part of our blended approach to the delivery of remote education, Teachers will upload a 5minute pre-recorded video clips (e.g. Oak Academy resources and “Loom”) to provide clear
instructions of the learning objective and tasks. This is intended to deliver high quality teacher
input to set up tasks, explaining something complex or outlining the lesson.
Teachers will also deliver lessons through Google Meet. Notification of live Google Meet
lessons will be broadcast on the Stream page.
All lessons will follow the format will be as follows:
DESCRIBE: Learning Objective displayed and a clear explanation of where this learning fits
within the context of the SOL. Key Vocabulary should be introduced at this stage.
CONNECT: Task that is linked to previous learning
NEW LEARNING: Knowledge, skill or concept is shared and modelled with the class
CHALLENGE: Students practice a skill or develop knowledge through completion of a learning
tasks with guidance and support from teachers or peers (the ”doing” part of the lesson).
DEMONSTRATE: Students independently complete a task, question or assessment that tests
for their understanding or mastery of a skill, concept of piece of knowledge.
CHALLENGE tasks will be the more frequent and smaller tasks that are submitted after each
lesson.
DEMONSTRATE tasks will not occur in each lesson. The frequency of DEMONSTRATE tasks
varies across subject areas and are used to check a cumulative body of learning which can
take place over several lessons.
Lessons, or part of lessons, will be dedicated to the use of Knowledge Organisers. Students
should use this for retrieval practice to revisit and relearn the core fundamental knowledge and
key vocabulary of previous learning. Digital copies, and guidance on how to use them, will be
uploaded and available to parents and students on the School Website.
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Engagement and feedback
What are your expectations for my child’s engagement and the
support that we as parents and carers receive, and should provide,
at home?
Buckler’s Mead Academy is aware of the learning environment in the home and works with
parents and families to understand and ensure that pupils will be able to access education at
home. Tutors make fortnightly welfare calls to households. The DSL directs The PFSA and
Safeguarding team to make weekly contact with vulnerable students who are accessing remote
learning from home.
Buckler's Mead Academy has issued clear guidance and expectations to parents, carers and
pupils on how to self-regulate during remote learning including; understanding their strengths
and weaknesses to improve their learning, how to learn from home and how to manage their
time during periods of isolation.

How will you check whether my child is engaging with their work
and how will I be informed if there are concerns?
Students should submit work by 6pm on the day that it has been issued. It is down to the
discretion of the teacher to permit extension deadlines, which must be communicated with
students and parents. Students have been asked to send a message to teachers via Google
Classroom if they are unable to submit the work on the deadline.
Teachers will check pupils’ engagement with remote education every day. Teachers will use
Class Charts to log the work submitted by each student.
Teachers will be available during each lesson to respond to questions and queries. On the
occasions when this is not possible, teachers will share their availability with students and
parents via the Stream page of Google Classroom.
The engagement of students is rigorously checked, and monitored by SLT, Middle Leaders and
teachers. Evaluation of this data occurs each week. Heads of Year identify students who are a
cause for concern, and direct tutors to make contact with tutees who are not engaging with
remote learning and explore how to overcome these barriers for learning. If the level of
engagement does not improve, then the student is considered as a “vulnerable learner” and is
invited into the academy to access the work with the support of teaching and support staff.
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How will you assess my child’s work and progress?
Teachers will provide personalised feedback on the DEMONSRTATE tasks and
Assessments which students produce. Staff can provide personalised feedback
comments on any tasks. Whole-class feedback will be used to address common areas
for development, SPAG errors and misconceptions, as well as opportunities to model
and celebrate exemplary work. Students will be provided with feedback that allows
them to progress with their learning where they can do more, know more, and
remember more.
Teachers will plan lessons where students can respond to this feedback during DIRT
(Directed Independent Response Time). This type of lesson is used as an opportunity
to share and model exemplary work. All work is stored in a student folder.
All Departments will use Diagnostic Quizzing every fortnight to check that key
knowledge, concepts and skills have been learnt. The data from these tests will be
tracked and monitored, and the information is used by the teacher to inform them of the
future planning and delivery of the curriculum. It is also an effective tool to track student
progress and learning remotely.

Year 11 students will undertake virtual mock exams, in controlled conditions, through Exam.Net

Additional support for pupils with particular needs

How will you work with me to help my child who needs additional
support from adults at home to access remote education?
We recognise that some students, for example some students with special educational
needs and disabilities (SEND), may not be able to access remote education without
support from adults at home. We acknowledge the difficulties this may place on
families, and we will work with parents and carers to support those students in the
following ways:


Work is accessible so that all learners, especially SEND, can access. Staff will
refer to pupil passports on class charts to inform planning for SEND learners.



SEND learners who are unable to access the curriculum via remote learner are
considered as vulnerable, and are invited into school to work with SEND TA
support.

